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ence and that too in a metrical inscription
this was plausible enough, but when we
meet with a second occurrence and this
time in a prose inscription, we are forced to
the conviction that there is something more
behind it. And yet our knowledge of the
history of the genitive formation is sufficient
to make it impossible to attribute any
etymological value to the / , Fick, BzB.
11,248, notwithstanding. There is only one
form of explanation left, namely that the /
is due to a secondary development. One
recalls the Delian afvrov and in looking up
the other instances of such sporadic spelling
one notes that besides the Cretan d/j-eFva-d-
aBax and a\Fvrdv (Comparetti, Monumenti
Aniichi, iii., nos. 12-13, 18), Attic dfvrdp,
vafv[wrjy6i (O.I.A. iv. pt. 1, pp. 189, 198), an
dFvrdv is found on another Corcyran tomb-
stone (Roberts, no. 99) of the same age as
that containing TA.do-id.Fo. In these cases the
/ is only the expression of that slight glide
sound which is naturally produced in passing
from another vowel sound to that of u.
Anyone - may make the experiment and
observe it clearly in the case of d-u when
pronounced slowly. "But one is hardly
conscious of such a glide and hence it is

,- only rarely that it is indicated in the writing.
Now the same glide is possible before a
close o. The Greek o, as we know, was
relatively close in those dialects in which
the lengthened o was indicated by ov not o>,
and to these belong the Rhodian and

Corinthian. I t is possible, though this is
not a necessary assumption, that at Corcyra
and Gela the final o was especially close, so
that the pronunciation of the ending was
not so very different from that of the
Arcadian and Cyprian, which was always
written -av. An Arcadian genitive in -afv
would give us no trouble, in view of spellings
like dfvrdv, and my contention is that the f
of TXdo-id/o and IIaorta8d/o is to be regarded
in the same light.

Aside from the genitive form, the interest
of the inscription is solely palaeographical,-
it being the second important addition to
the material for the study of the alphabet of
Rhodes and its colonies which has appeared
since the discussions of Kirchhoff and
Roberts. I t shows neither the Argive type
(Kirchhoff p. 48, Roberts, no. 131) which
has san, not sigma, nor that represented by
vases of Cameirus and now by the earliest
stone inscriptions of Rhodes (Mitth. 16,
107 f.) which besides the * = x n a s H = 17-
But, though most of the characteristic
letters are wanting, nothing stands in the
way of identifying its alphabet with that of
the bronze plate found at Olympia and
bearing the name of Gela (Roberts, p. 322).
The two agree against the others in the
combination of the three-barred sigma with
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THE EARLIEST APPEARANCE IS PRINT OP THE FIRST IDYLL OF
MOSCHFS.

THE rare volume printed by Goltz at
Bruges in 1565 under the editorship of
Adolph Mekeroh holds the rank of the
JSditio Princeps of Moschus and Bion. But,
as is well-known, the three principal and
longest Idylls of Moschus together with
several of those of Bion are to be found
mixed up with those of Theocritus in the
volume printed by Aldus in 1495-6 which
purports to contain the Eclogues of Theo-
critus, the verses of the Gnomic Poets, those
of Hesiod and some others. This book has
hitherto been supposed to be the earliest
printed volume which contains any of the

" Idylls or fragments of Moschus, and it has
escaped the notice as well of the editors of
this poet as of all bibliographers that his
first Idyll "Epws Spairer^s had been printed

sis years earlier, and is in fact one of the
earliest printed pieces of classical Greek,
since at the date of its appearance thirteen
Greek books only had issued from the press,
and of these there are only three that
can be considered as classics — Homer,
Aesop, and the Batrachomyomachia—the
other ten being Psalters, Grammars and
Dictionaries.

Although a few words were printed with
Greek letters as early as 1465 in the Para-
doxa of Cicero given by Fust and Schoeffer
in that year, and though in the works that
issued from the press of Sweynheym and
Pannartz from 1465 to 1470, and notably in
the Aulus Gellius of 1469, as well as in one
or two books of others printers, there are
long passages in Greek characters, the
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earliest volume printed in Greek was the
first book of the Grammar of Lasearis which
appeared at Milan in 1476 or 1477 (the
colophon being dated MCCCCLXXVI die xxx
Januarii). A second edition with a Latin
translation by Craston was printed, also at
Milan, in 1480, and a third with the same
translation by Leonardus de Basilea at
Vicenza in 1489. In this third edition the
Grammar ends on the recto of the ninety-
seventh leaf, and is followed on the same
page by the colophon. Then on the two
next pages come twenty-nine Greek verses,
being in fact the first Idyll of Moschus
without either the name of the author or
the usual title "E/xos Sparrc'njs but with the
rather mysterious heading O~TIX"J •yeuoiKol «s
TOV Ipwra. The only writer so far as I know
who has mentioned these verses is Dibdin
who in the third volume of the Bibliotheca
Spenceriana, p. 82, thus refers to them :—

'On the reverse of this leaf we read nearly
one half of twenty-nine verses (printed
widely apart in a large full Greek type, not
very dissimilar to that of the first Isocrates)
which are thus whimsically entitled :—

•f/fiwiKol ets TOV Iparra

The remaining number of these verses is on
the recto of the following and last leaf
which completes the tenth leaf of signature
m.' But Dibdin did not recognise these
verses as those of Moschus, and indeed
probably did not read them. The volume,
like most early Greek impressions is care-
lessly printed and full of mistakes, and the

• whimsical title' is probably a misprint for

rjpwiKOi els TOV epdira.

The Idyll was certainly printed from a
different manuscript from that from which
the copy in the Aldine Theocritus was
taken, and presents numerous variations
from that text, most of them perhaps errors
of the copyist or of the printer but some
few deserving the attention of the editors
and students of Moschus. The variae lectiones
are as follows:—

The Lasearis The Aldine Theocritus

Line 1
3
4
6

10

13
16
17
X 1

18
19
21
22
23
24
25

26

28

?/?O«CrT£l

fi.rjwra.'i
8 before aydyr/
eori Se irais
Se ^oXS
fjirTepoirevTas
Tivia
ifpiira/rai

o^ayxvois

piXe/ivov
Kr)fie mpoo-Ku
avrS)
avdio-6ei
8a/iacras
vXeovra
^uXa^ew
yeXa^j
<f>i\r)<ra.l

r)v Xtyi]

ocrauot

for cjSakrrpct.
/xavuras.

s is omitted.
for tort o o jrats.

r/Trepoircvrdi.
Trjva.
i<piirra.Tai.

Ka/lk TtTpWTKfl
avTai.
aaiOu.
Sacras.
xXatovra.
<f>vXdo~o~eo.
yeXaa.
(juXaacu.
v/v 8e Xeyi;.
ocrcra /IOI.

RICHARD C. CHRISTIE.

JEBB'S SOPHOCLES.

with a text so difficult as that of
Sophocles, one may without disrespect
occasionally differ from the interpretation
of the most distinguished teacher. The
appearance of the seventh and last play of
the Sophoclean drama, which Professor Jebb
has been giving to the world with a revised
text and an English version, seems to be a
fitting opportunity of offering for considera-
tion the grounds on which in a few passages
I would venture to differ from the judgment
of so trustworthy a guide.

In the following remarks the texts under
examination are followed by Professor
Jebb's version between inverted commas,

Oedipus Tyrannus.

1. <us ToZaiv ifjLirecpoio'i KOI r a s £v/x<fiOpa'S
£<iicras opS> juaXlcrTa TWV fiovXtv/JUXTtov.

44-45.

'For I see that when men have been
proved in deeds past, the issues of their
counsels, too, most often have effect.'

A note remarks that luirtipoun and
Pov\evfjMTo>v imply the antithesis between
past and future.

But the position of the words shows that
the antithesis lies between ijXTrtlpoun and

and prohibits our placing any


